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Abstract—Amphibious ground-aerial vehicles fuse flying and
driving modes to enable more flexible air-land mobility and have
received growing attention recently. By analyzing the existing
amphibious vehicles, we highlight the autonomous fly-driving
functionality for the effective uses of amphibious vehicles in
complex three-dimensional urban transportation systems. We re-
view and summarize the key enabling technologies for intelligent
flying-driving in existing amphibious vehicle designs, identify
major technological barriers and propose directions for future
research and innovation. This paper aims to serve as a guide for
research and development of intelligent amphibious vehicles for
urban transportation toward the future.
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I. INTRODUCTION

MODERN transportation is a three-dimensional, compre-
hensive, and complementary network system consisting

of vehicles of different types and modes. Discussion and
attempts on urban three-dimensional transportation (3D trans-
portation) and “flying cars” are going on, such as the emerging
Urban Air Mobility (UAM), roadable aircraft, and hybrid car-
aircraft, et al. In this work, we look at urban ground-air fusion
transportation and amphibious ground-air vehicles. We first
review the current state of amphibious vehicles. After that, we
propose to introduce the intelligent system into the integrated
fly-driving and summarize the enabling technologies that can
be deployed in amphibious vehicles. These techniques include
communication, perception, decision-making, as well as the
intelligent control, with a special focus on safety improvement
and energy saving. Moreover, barriers and potential solutions
for intelligent amphibious vehicles and 3D transportation are
listed. Unlike other reviews, this work attempts to figure out
what artificial intelligence technology can do to facilitate the
vehicles in future 3D transportation.
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Various strategies have been proposed to achieve the urban
fusion 3D transportation. The most widely recognized view
is that of UAM, a low-altitude transport that provides short-
range flight service over the urban area. However, UAM is not
flexible enough. It operates along predefined spatial corridors,
so it cannot take full advantage of space. With further research,
people pay attention to amphibious vehicles (roadway driving
aircraft or flyable cars) that combine two motion modes and
present the following advantages over vehicles with only one
locomotion mode [1]–[8]:

• Amphibious vehicles possess higher flexibility owing to
multi-modal locomotion abilities.

• Ground-air transition mode can provide a better efficiency
balance via a reasonable allocation between driving and
flying.

• This is a real sense of fusion for 3D ground-air fusion
transportation.

Amphibious vehicles require land-air compatibility. For
example, unique designs are required to enable both flying
in the sky and driving on the roads. Similar techniques are
frequently used in small-scale ground-aerial robots [9]–[14] to
replace humans to perform operations in dangerous conditions.
On the transportation level, manned flyable vehicles have
appeared for many decades. However, the application is greatly
restricted by technical difficulties. There are mainly three
core techniques for amphibious vehicles: power technology,
platform technology, and traffic management technology [15].
The power density and efficiency of power system directly
determine the payload and endurance of vehicles. The power
system should meet the requirements of vertical take-off and
landing. Furthermore, platform technologies include high-
performance configuration, lightweight design methods, and
high adaptability approaches to ensure safety and land-air
compatibility. In addition, how to build an efficient and secure
low-altitude connected transportation system is an issue. This
traffic system should be intelligent enough to support 3D
transportation allocation and cloud scheduling.

In addition to the above techniques, flying and driving
through cities need a complete intelligent mechanism to im-
prove safety. It requires the resilience to failure to tackle
uncertainties as well as unknowns of urban circumstance.
Firstly, the system should be able to get a detailed awareness of
its surroundings. Without sensing, vehicles can hardly provide
protective responses amidst the uncertain and rapid-changing
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environment. With the progress of sensors, different kinds of
radars play a vital role in helping vehicles see the environ-
mental details. Moreover, planning and control are the next
processes to ensure a comfortable and safe travel experience.
Other information-level technologies involving self-locating,
status sharing, communicating, and even autonomous piloting
et al., are also indispensable parts of amphibious vehicles.
In fact, a system including resilient detection, identification,
localization, tracking, and airspace sharing is complicated
enough.

Considering the similarity between roadway autonomous
driving and amphibious vehicle fly-driving, informatics tech-
niques in roadway autonomous driving lay a solid foundation
for safe fly-driving. However, it is impossible to directly
transfer roadway intelligent technologies to amphibious ve-
hicles without modification. Because the working conditions
are different and flying itself is far more dangerous than
driving on the ground, as well as the consequences of an
accident are much more serious. Therefore, it is critical to
expand ground intelligence and technologies into the spatial
environment. For instance, to perceive the vehicle’s state, to
recognize environmental conditions, and to generate a reaction,
as these capabilities fundamentally determine the autonomous
system’s ability to fly safely [16]. Recently, some enabling
technologies have been applied to existing flyable vehicles that
are discussed in detail in Section II [17].

To achieve autonomous amphibious mobility and to improve
safety, it is indispensable to make a comprehensive summary
of intelligent techniques related to fly-driving. Prior review
studies have been focused on different specific aspects of
flying cars or 3D transportation like the prospect, crucial
techniques, human perception, and ethics, et al., but no one has
yet reviewed the intelligent techniques used in UAM systems
or amphibious vehicles involving perception, decision-making,
as well as intelligent control. Herein, we collect the state-
of-the-art literature related to amphibious vehicles to form a
profile of this field. Since some prototypes and concepts have
not been studied yet, filtered news and reports are selected
as another source. Besides, research reports published by
national governments are also within the scope of review.
These sources are filtered strictly to avoid ambiguous and
untruthful information. For instance, we only use physical
test videos and prototypes as a criterion for media sources.
To ensure academic authenticity and accuracy, concepts and
hypothetical blueprint outlooks are distinguished.

Our work aims to review the state-of-the-art amphibious
vehicles, and illustrates our insight of involving intelligent
techniques into amphibious vehicles. In particular, we draw
inspiration from the ground autonomous driving and autopilot
flight technologies of UAVs to summarize the key charac-
teristics of the autonomous fly-drive system. Then, we list
the barriers and potential solutions of ground-air fusion 3D
transportation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, existing amphibious vehicles are surveyed and
summarized in the context of 3D urban transportation sys-
tems. Section III elaborates on the main points of artificial
intelligence that could be used in autonomous fly-driving in

detail, from environment perception, decision-making, and
motion control. Section IV highlights the requirements and
challenges for integrating amphibious vehicles into 3D urban
transportation systems and provides prospective solutions. The
final section draws a conclusion and presents directions for
future research and innovation regarding autonomous amphibi-
ous vehicles for urban transportation.

II. AMPHIBIOUS GROUND-AERIAL VEHICLES

We start with a thorough review on amphibious ground-
air vehicles. In this section, the background of amphibious
vehicles is described firstly. Then, we select four representative
vehicles that have been put into practice and illustrate them in
details. It needs to be emphasized that the supporting materials
come from multiple sources including media, reports, and
academic papers. Besides, features of amphibious vehicles
are summarized and differences from UAM vehicles are also
listed.

A. Background

1) Social Context: Ground-aerial fusion transportation
gives the public enduring appeal since the birth of aircraft.
According to Deloitte, ”Future Flying Cars for Mobility” is ex-
pected to create a 13.8-billion-dollar market in 2040 in the US
[18]. In 2018, Morgan Stanley predicted that the market size
of autonomous flying cars may reach 1.5 trillion US dollars in
2040. National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
has launched Advanced Air Mobility mission in 2021 to trans-
port people and cargoes using revolutionary aircraft where was
totally not served or underserved by aviation previously [19].
Besides, the European Urban Air Mobility initiative, which
aims to connect companies, regions, and cities together, and
has gained support from the European Commission. Recently,
China also proposed the blueprint of ground-aerial transport.
China’s Ministry of Transport and the Ministry of Science
and Technology jointly issued the ”Medium- and long-term
development Plan for Scientific and technological innovation
in transportation (2021-2035)”, which clearly pointed out the
potential of fly-driving technologies, including amphibious
mode switching, and the integration of aircraft and automo-
biles [20].

2) History: Since airplanes were created, inventors started
their crazy experiments about flying cars. The initial con-
cept and prototype made an accurate interpretation of the
term ”flying car”. Most of the earlier amphibious ground-
aerial vehicles are the simple combination of airplane and
automobile. Original flying cars had fixed wings that were
mounted to automobiles [21]. Here we present two typical
prototypes of earlier flying car in Fig.1. The situation continues
until 1960s, rotary wings were introduced into amphibious
vehicles. Amphibious vehicles obtain ability to take-off and
land vertically with rotary wings. Piasecki VZ-8 AirGeep is a
well-known example, with two huge vertical propellers at the
front and back of the vehicle, a pilot seat in the middle, and
three or four wheels for roadway driving [21]. However, this
attempt was eventually abandoned. Indeed, due to the lack of
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TABLE I: Statistics of Amphibious Vehicles

Year Flying Car Name Organization
Flight Mode

HP/SP/Hybrid
Wing Type

Can Wings

Be Folded
Power Source

Land and Air

Amphibious Function
Country/Region

Maximum

Useful Load

Maximum

range

2009 PAL-V Liberty PAL-V Company HP Rotor T Hydrocarbon fuel T Europe 246 kilograms 500 kilometers

2014 Aeromobil 2.5 Aeromobil HP Fixed wing T Fuel T Slovakia 200 kilograms 750 kilometers

2015 AirCar V5 Klein-vision HP Fixed wing F Fuel T Slovakia 200 kilograms 1000 kilometers

2016 Ehang 184 Ehang Company SP Rotor F Electricity F China 100 kilograms 8.8 kilometers

2017 Joby S4 Joby Aviation HP Rotor F Electricity F America 381 kilograms 320 kilometers

2017 Kitty Hawk Mk II Kitty Hawk Compa HP Fixed wing F Electricity F America 115.2 kilograms 160 kilometers

2017 Moller skycar M400 Moller HP Fixed wing F Fuel T America —— 1200 kilometers

2018 TransitionTF-1 Terrafugia HP Fixed wing F Hybrid T China 209 kilograms 644 kilometers

2018 Volocopter Volocopter Company SP Rotor F Electricity F Germany 160 kilograms 35 kilometers

2018 Muyu eVTOL Muyu Aero Technology HP Fixed wing T Electricity T China – 1500 kilometers

2018 CityAirbus Airbus Company SP Fixed wing F Electricity F Germany 250 kilograms 80 kilometers

2018 Vahana Beta Airbus Sp Fixed wing F Electricity F Europe 200 kilograms 100 kilometers

2018 BlackFly Opener HP Fixed wing F Electricity F America 90 kilograms 30 kilometers

2018 Cora Wisk SP Fixed wing/Rotor T Electricity F New Zealand 181 kilograms 100 kilometers

2019 Pegasus PAV Aurora Flight Sciences Hybrid Fixed wing/Rotor F Electricity F America 225 Kilograms 80 kilometers

2019 Ehang 216 Ehang Company SP Rotor F Electricity F China 200 kilograms 35 kilometers

2019 Heaviside Kitty Hawk HP/hybrid Rotor T Electricity F America —— 160 kilometers

2020 TF-2A Terrafugia HP Fixed wing/Rotor F Electricity F China 60 kilograms 100 kilometers

2021 Maker Airtaxi Archer Company HP Fixed wing F Electricity F America —— 96 kilometers

2021 Voyager X2 XPeng SP Rotor T Electricity F China 200 kilograms 35 kilometers

2021 V1500M AutoFlight SP Fixed wing/Rotor F Electricity F China Approximate 400 kilograms 250 kilometers

Fig. 1: Earlier flying car. (a) ConvAirCar Model 118 (1947).
(b) AVE Mizar (1971).

(https://www.vintag.es/2018/08/flying-cars.html) [22]

public acceptability and the immaturity of the technologies, the
majority of past attempts to build flying automobiles failed.

Recently, the electricity-driven vertical take-off and landing
technology for heavy-loaded UAVs and aircrafts is developing
rapidly; meanwhile, intelligent technologies have been used
successfully. Due to the maturity in the high energy density
battery and breakthrough of electric drive technology, amphibi-
ous vehicles usher explosive growth since 2010s. Nowadays,
aviation giants including Airbus, Boeing, Bell, traditional car
companies such as Audi, Toyota and Geely, and uprising
technology companies such as Uber from the US, Ehang from
China, and Volocopter in Germany et al. have been prototyping
flying cars. With these progress, the confidence of investors,
governments and industrial companies is growing [23].

B. Representative Amphibious Vehicles

We survey academic papers and online information after
2009 to summarize the state of existing amphibious vehicles.

Some companies may have more than one version, here
we only count the first manned test version. The results
are shown in Table.I. Presently, no technical and functional
standard exists for flying cars worldwide, whereas various
taxonomies have been proposed. For example, according to
the way thrust is generated, vehicles can be divided into fixed-
wings and rotary-wings. According to power sources, vehicles
can be divided into electric-driven and fuel-driven types. In
addition, by the category of actuators, they can also be divided
into fixed-rotor and tilt-rotor. Hence cases are arranged in
chronological order.

So far amphibious vehicles develop into a complex system.
Its design requires the integration of knowledge from different
disciplines, such as material science, dynamics, mechanics,
and human-machine interaction design. Interdisciplinary re-
search and development are needed to solve complicated,
highly coupled problems among modules under numerous
constraints. According to the summary above, some prototypes
have matured to the point where they can be purchased, such as
the AirCar, Aeromobil, Transition TF-1, and PAL-V Liberty.

Prototypes with fixed-wings are more prevalent. For in-
stance, AirCar is an amphibious vehicle designed and man-
ufactured by KleinVision, shown in Fig.2. This prototype has
completed a 35-minute flight between international airports
in Nitra and Bratislava, Slovakia, last year. This vehicle can
carry two people, with combined weight limit of 200kg [24].
In addition, as shown in Fig.3, Aeromobil is a multi-modal
flyable vehicle that is similar to AirCar. This version 2.5 had
completed its flight trial for roughly 40 hours as early as
2014 [25]. Furthermore, Transition (TF-1) is a light roadable

https://www.vintag.es/2018/08/flying-cars.html
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(a) Roadway driving. (b) Flying over cities. (c) Integrated console.

Fig. 2: The hybrid car-aircraft AirCar by KleinVision. https://www.klein-vision.com/

(a) Roadway driving. (b) Flying over cities. (c) Integrated console.

Fig. 3: The amphibious flying car Aeromobil. https://www.aeromobil.com/

(a) Roadway driving. (b) Flying over cities. (c) Inside the vehicle.

Fig. 4: Roadable vehicle Transition (TF-1) developed by Terrafugia. https://terrafugia.com/transition/

(a) Roadway driving experiment. (b) Flying experiment. (c) Inside the vehicle.

Fig. 5: Amphibious vehicle by PAL-V Liberty. https://www.pal-v.com/
https://www.aviationtoday.com/2021/02/23/flying-car-receives-certification-basis-easa/

vehicle developed by Terrafugia, owned by Geely Holding
Group, China, as shown in Fig.4. To drive on the road, all
three of these feature collapsible fixed wings. Aeromobil and
KleinVision’s wings can be folded backwards, while TF-1’s
wing is segmented and can be folded to the sides.

PAL-V Liberty is the representative of rotary-wings am-
phibious vehicle, shown in Fig.5, which can carry more than
240 kilograms load. Although PAL-V’s rotary-wing reaches
10.75m, its rotor mast can fold automatically when driving.
The most noteworthy is the PAL-V can run on regular fuel.
Other rotary-wing amphibious vehicles are not mature enough

for commercial use. For example, Pop.Up by Airbus proposes
a trailblazing modular ground and air passenger concept
vehicle system, dividing a vehicle into three modules [26]. A
passenger capsule is designed to be coupled with two different
and independent electrically-propelled modules (the ground
module and the air module), and both of them can be separated
from the passenger capsule. Similar idea can also be found on
”FulMars” from Cool Black Technology.

https://www.klein-vision.com/
https://www.aeromobil.com/
https://terrafugia.com/transition/
https://www.pal-v.com/
https://www.aviationtoday.com/2021/02/23/flying-car-receives-certification-basis-easa/
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C. Typical Features of Amphibious Vehicles

Here we conclude typical features of amphibious vehicles
into two points: transition between multi-modal locomotion,
and integrated driving-flying system.

1) Transition between Flying and Driving Modes: The
transition techniques of amphibious vehicles are diverse [6],
[27]. By runways is the most frequent method for transition
since majority of amphibious vehicles adopts fixed-wings to
generate lifting force. These type of vehicles have classic
chassis for land driving and complete avionics systems for
flight. To overcome gravity, sufficient airspeed is required to
generate lifting force [28]. Thus, they show more similarities
to conventional aircrafts and are more sensitive to landing
conditions [29]. Currently, fixed-wings based vehicles use air-
ports for ground/air transition. Some researchers have explored
novel configuration and controllers to shorten the required
take-off or landing distance while still hard to be used in cities.

Consequently, vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) tech-
nology make sense for urban ground/aerial transportation.
VTOL is less influenced by the surroundings, has greater
flexibility [30], and more fitness when operating in complex
and unknown environments [31]. This technique is originally
derived from unmanned aerial vehicle. Current studies on
VTOL vehicles are generally based on the fundamentals of
multi-rotors and tilt-rotors. Presently, numerous vehicles adopt
the VTOL pattern [32], such as the ”FulMars” from Cool
Black Technology Co., Ltd., the ”Pop.Up Next” developed in
cooperation between Audi and Airbus, the ”Pegasus” flying ve-
hicle from Pegasus International Inc., and the ”Black Knight”
land-air amphibious cross-country vehicles developed by the
support of the U.S. Army. In general, vertical lifting requires
a much higher power density than cruising.

2) Integrated Avionics and Control System: Furthermore,
the integration of the ground driving console with the avionics
system is critical. This characteristic only exists in amphibious
ground-aerial vehicle. Generally, avionics provides protection
for flight. The avionics installed in an aircraft or spacecraft
can include engine controls, flight control systems, navi-
gation, communications, flight recorders, lighting systems,
threat detection, fuel systems, electro-optic (EO/IR) systems,
weather radar, performance monitors, and systems that carry
out hundreds of other mission and flight management tasks
[33]. Since amphibious vehicles owns multi-modal locomotion
capabilities, avionics system should be integrated with the
driving controller. As shown in Fig.2c 3c 4c 5c, avionics
systems have been integrated into the car console, and the
wheel is commonly employed in both flying and driving
modes.

D. Differences from UAM Vehicles

As aforementioned, amphibious vehicles have several ad-
vantages compared with the UAM vehicles, although UAM
system is the mainstream in 3D fusion transportation research
studies. Here, we illustrate the differences between these two
categories.

UAM belongs to Advanced Air Mobility (AAM). With the
development of VTOL, corridor services are envisioned for

the 2020s [34]. Though their commercialization is still in the
development stage and face several barriers in society problem
like weather restrictions, and legal resistance, etc [35], it is still
undeniable that they have great potential. One of the relevant
studies believes that AAM would generate the annual market
with a total value of 2.5 billion USD and carry almost 80
thousand passengers only in the U.S. [36]. With the mature
of facilities, the UAM and other vertical mobility (VM) could
serve as an brand new means of vehicles in the short-term
intercity transportation and replace the train, car and plane
[37]. Together with electrification and vertical take-off and
landing ability [38], UAM becomes one of possible modes
that offers high-efficient aerial short-term fixed-route service
within or between cities [39]. Despite of the shortcoming in
flexibility, UAM has been tested as demonstration. The flying
air taxi eHang 184 is an example of UAM that had been
approved for testing in Nevada and actually experimented in
Dubai [40].

Although both amphibious vehicles and UAM vehicles have
the flying ability, they adopt unidentical working patterns. The
core distinction is amphibious vehicles are both roadable and
flyable. Compared with UAM vehicles, amphibious vehicles
with dual mobility modes achieve a breakthrough to meet
the increasingly complex mobility demands for high-density
urbanization development. More disparities between UAM and
amphibious vehicles could be found bellow:

1) Essence: Amphibious vehicles are flyable roadway vehi-
cles that have most of the functions of a conventional vehicle.
UAM vehicles, on the other hand, are essentially aeroplanes
in cities.

2) Flexibility: Theoretically, amphibious vehicles are more
flexible. As aforementioned, the UAM strategy is a fixed-
route fusion method for urban air transport, whereas amphibi-
ous vehicles can transfer between multiple modes under the
discretion of the driver. In the UAM system, public take-off
and landing demands physical platforms for the intersection
between land and air [41]–[43], and passengers should be
transferred at these fixed stations.

3) Functional Orientation: Amphibious vehicles are typi-
cally used for personal transportation, whereas UAM is for
public use to transport people and freight. So far, most
amphibious vehicles can carry less than two passengers. UAM
vehicles can carry more in general since they do not require
a chassis with a huge load capacity. For example, electric
VTOL aircraft like the S4 by Joby Aviation and the V1500M
manufactured by AutoFlight can lift four passengers.

4) Traffic Management Strategy: Amphibious vehicles and
UAM vehicles require different strategies for effective fusion
in urban transportation system. UAM vehicles have no need
to blend into ground traffic. The traffic management for UAM
may be totally tiered by height without interfering with ground
traffic because it serves along fixed airlines over cities.

III. INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGIES TO FACILITATE
VEHICLES IN 3D TRANSPORTATION

As the dimension of transportation system increases, so does
the difficulty of management, such as an excessive amount of
states, limited reaction time and scarcely little fault tolerance.
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To be specific, the ground-aerial vehicle driving is made
simpler by functions like automated cruise control and lane-
keeping.

However, there are few current studies that adequately
consider autonomy in the field of 3D fusion transportation
and urban flyable vehicles.

In the 2D transportation system, the intelligent assisted driv-
ing system can simplify driving and enhance its driving safety
with perception and emergency decision system, for instance,
the emergency obstacle avoidance in Volvo. In addition, the
autonomous

According to Endsley and Kaber’s work [44], an intelligent
system can be introduced gradually into a system following
five steps of automation: manual control, decision support
by the operator input (human within the loop), consensual
artificial intelligence with operator consent (human on the
loop), monitored and automatically implemented unless vetoed
(human over the loop), and full automation with no operator
interaction. Based on this, [45] looks at the human-automation
role in 3D transportation, and [46] gives a scenario of au-
tonomous flyable vehicles in urban area.

As aforementioned features of amphibious vehicles, we can
extract the advantages of introducing intelligent system into
3D transportation:

• Firstly, intelligent technologies make amphibious vehicles
more available for individuals. The implementation of
an intelligent control system can significantly reduce the
cost of pilot training. In addition, it can maintenance and
simplify tedious procedures, which lowers the barriers for
starters.

• Secondly, intelligent autonomous technologies can make
fly-driving safer. A computer-aided driving system can
detect and alert obstacles, and usually has more accurate
results than a human-operating system, such as a manda-
tory collision avoidance system for obstacles.

• Thirdly, the intelligent system benefits traffic manage-
ment. It can reduce administrative costs and errors, and
reduce human intervention. To achieve more effective
regulation, an intelligent connected system and other ap-
propriate types of equipment should be adopted, ensuring
adequate guidance and supervision, and even a remote
mandatory takeover.

Therefore, we believe intelligent systems should be in-
troduced to increase the safety of both flying and driving.
Amphibious vehicles need a powerful manual and intelligent
auto-pilot system for both manned and unmanned modes.
The intelligent system should have accurate environmental
perception, robust decision-making and planning strategies,
and highly redundant controllers. In addition, other issues like
safety and emergency handling must be considered.

Herein, we consider the intelligent technologies for am-
phibious or any other types of flyable vehicles from sev-
eral sub-categories, similar to the division of on-road self-
driving technology: intelligent connected systems, perception,
decision-making and path planning, and intelligent control.
Main intelligent technologies to facilitate 3D transportation
are shown in Fig.6:

• The connected system, which serves as the infrastructure
facility for intelligent 3D fusion transport, should be ro-
bust, secure, and stable for vehicles in 3D transportation.
The connected system is far more than a communication
module. It should have not only information sharing
but also cooperation functions so as to build a solid
foundation for intelligent traffic management.

• The perception system serves as the eyes for intelligent
amphibious vehicles. The perception module should cap-
ture the surrounding information and process it promptly,
then send the key information to the decision-making
module. More specifically, for a better driving experience,
the vehicle should pay attention to buildings and other
impediments throughout the near-ground flight and issue
assistance orders as needed. Additionally, perception can
offer more precise information for takeoff and landing,
particularly for the space where eyesight is limited.

• In both fly-driving and intelligent 3D fusion transporta-
tion, the decision-making module acts as the brain of the
vehicle. The optimal route can be automatically chosen
by vehicles to avoid the obstructions. In 3D transporta-
tion, obstacles include nearby structures, other low-flying
vehicles, and hung items at low altitudes. Thus, planning
is challenging due to the rise in spatial complexity.

• The intelligent control systems promote the mobility of
amphibious vehicle. The system is anticipated to perform
the duties of the ground-based driving control as well as
the needs of the aerial autopilot system, including attitude
stabilisation and locomotion control. Furthermore, when
flying close to the ground, the ground effect by flow field
disruption must be considered.

A. Intelligent Connected System
The 3D transportation system is a classic multi-agent

model. Numerous vehicles flying in the sky with chaotic
trajectories could be a catastrophe. Management regulations
should be performed by a real-time command and control
system, otherwise the individuals should be equipped with
sensing and transmitting devices to make contact with their
surroundings. Thus, regardless of the form of communication,
either decentralized or centralized, the communication system
is crucial. The connected system should be concerned with
communication loss and communication delay and should
always be robust, safe, and accessible for surrounding vehicles
[47].

We divide the connected system into two parts: vehicle-
to-vehicle (V2V) communication and vehicle-to-infrastructure
(V2I) communication. In contrast to centralised communica-
tion, V2V communication always operates in a decentralized
way, which causes more chaos under recent management
technology. Therefore, it should only serve as an auxiliary
method for the V2I communication system. For the V2I
communication method, the ground-aerial vehicles commute
to the stations in a centralized way, and the stations broadcast
the ordered signals to the vehicle in its own communication
zone. In our work, we mainly focus on the V2I communication
pattern, which has more practical meaning than the V2V com-
munication pattern. In the V2I communication, the amphibious
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Fig. 6: Main intelligent technologies to facilitate the 3D transportation.

ground-aerial vehicles send their planning airline, similar to
the corridors for UAM, to the station. Then, the station
communicates with other felicities to ensure the feasibility of
its airline against other existing airlines or barriers like the
skyscrapers in the urban area and sends the permission back
to the vehicles [48].

Recently, the roadway vehicular network technology is
developed to thrive. For instance, the dedicated short-range
communication (DSRC) technology varies from 75MHz to
5.9GHz band [49]. The long-term evolution-vehicle (LTE-V)
cellular technology which have large communication ranges,
low latency, and frequent data exchange rates [50]. To meet the
increasing bandwidth demand, the dynamic spectrum access
(DSA) was proposed [51]. Those roadway connected systems
could fulfill the corresponding communication task.

Considering the requirement in efficiency and effective-
ness, the existing on-ground communication technology could
barely meet the demands for the flyable vehicles [52]. Thus
the amphibious vehicles would also suffer from the worse
communication. Current roadway communication station con-
centrate its signals near ground but cannot cover the vehicle
in almost 300-meter height, shown in Fig.7. Moreover, most
communication stations focus their technologies on 4G radio.
For those ground-aerial vehicles, which are in a consistently
swift-changing state and demand extreme real-time signals,
4G radio communication shows weak performance in terms of
high data delay and low connectivity. Hence, it is significant
to involve new communication technology such as the Little
Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites into 3D transportation system.

Regarding the data delay and low connection rate generated
by the flying altitude of the ground-aerial vehicle, one of the
potential solutions is to place the base station (BS) not only on
the ground but also in the air. Those aerial base stations could
be tethered balloons (TBs), high-altitude platforms (HAPs),
or satellites [53]. The tethered balloons belong to one of the
low altitude platform family which always operates between
200 to 400 meters. They could take over the tasks for the
telecommunications and broadband services. Compared to the
GBS, TB has the advantages in the larger converge area,
lower propagation delay, and higher operation altitude [54].
Regarding the high-altitude platforms (HAPs), they always
install the buoyancy to float in the stratosphere at altitudes
of up to 22 km, which is much higher than the TBs [55].

Fig. 7: Several potential communication stations for urban
ground-aerial vehicles

The higher operation height provides a larger coverage area,
but still meets the requirement for communicating with air-
driving vehicles. As for the satellite networks, they have the
largest coverage area, almost a global coverage area, but suffer
from the highest propagation delay compared to previous
communication facilities. Constrained by their performance,
they could operate as an auxiliary connected system which
transfers information such as speed, altitude, location or the
already planned trajectory between flying vehicles and the
centralized control station.

B. Near-ground Perception

Compared with traditional autonomous driving in which
altitude information is generally not required, the ground-
aerial perception is more difficult. Sensing includes two tasks:
internal and external. Internal perception mainly focuses on
the vehicle itself and collects primary motion data such as
location, velocity, altitude, and attitude. Its main purpose is to
control flight stability. The external perception system aims to
gain awareness of the circumstances.

The perception hardware system is mainly composed of
GPS, IMU, barometer, and light-stream module for internal
sensing. One of the shortcomings of GPS originates from
instability and precision floating due to the insufficient number
of available satellites, especially in urban areas with skyscrap-
ers blocking the signal transmission. Another drawback is
that the inertial navigation system gains accumulated errors
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without short-term calibration. In an environment where the
GPS is invalid, the optical flow module assists the position
estimation of the vehicle. It dynamically evaluates the altitude
by detecting the changes in pixels to determine the correspon-
dence between adjacent frames. For the external perception,
the meteorological issues cannot be neglected during flights,
either. Because of the characteristic in short wave and strong
penetration, radar demonstrate strong robustness to rainy or
snowy weather and immunity to the darkness which blinds the
camera. Miniaturization and low-cost meteorological RaDAR,
one kind of millimeter-wave RaDAR, plays a key role in
automatic flights to detect low-altitude turbulence and wind
shear during a near-ground flight in complex environments,
and to eliminate the negative effect on riding experience. [15].
In reality, these sensors including the millimeter-wave RaDAR,
LiDAR, and vision sensors [56]–[58] et al. generally fuse
into multi-sensor system to obtain more accurate data than
the tedious perception system. Multi-modal data from sensors
have the great potential to generate high standard results and
take over more complex tasks [58]–[60].

1) Perception Assisted Landing: Take-off and landing are
high-risk processes for flyable vehicles and some studies have
illustrated that computer vision techniques can be applied to
assist landing tasks. Region segmentation technology performs
the satisfying results on vision-based landing. It can distin-
guish exact ground types, such as residential areas, rural high-
ways, woods, and grasslands, to select the best landing sites.
Segmentation problems are commonly summarized as pixel-
level classification issues, which can be categorized into two
classes: semantic and instance segmentation [61]. Semantic
segmentation recognizes pixels belonging to one cluster but
cannot recognize which cluster the objects belong to. Instance
segmentation focuses on the recognition of target objects;
however, is not suitable for the classification of overlapping
objects [62]. Based on previous studies, Kirillov [63] proposed
a panoptic segmentation method to unify semantic and in-
stance segmentation. In this work, the panoptic segmentation
method takes the pixel-level annotation figure as input and
trains the network to recognize near-ground lane lines. Most
common aerial semantic segmentation studies capture the
scene in the top view. However, compared to classic aerial
photography, the scale of the scene captured in the oblique
view is significantly distorted. To address this, [64] introduced
a multi-scale attention network and fused the features captured
from multiple scales to digest sufficient features.

In traditional autonomous ground vehicles, LiDAR is used
to acquire the point cloud of surroundings, draw a 3D point
cloud map and automatically identify the unknown terrain.
Similar technologies can also be applied to the perception
of amphibious vehicles. Using LiDAR sensors, [65]–[68]
separately displayed the near-ground perception of the forest,
mountain, and seashore areas and built the corresponding
digital terrain models. Laser generated by LiDAR has strong
penetration, such that obtain information beneath shelters like
trees to easily handle the three-dimensional segmentation task
[69]. Furthermore, [70] analyzed the point cloud returned by
a 3D LiDAR sensor with a convolutional neural network and
detected humans walking on the ground. There was also a

Fig. 8: Selection of the landing zone. The figure on the top
shows the results of the terrain slope. Six colors represent

different grids: slope, slope and roughness, roughness, large
spread, large residual, and flat.

precedent for the research on airborne LiDAR-guided aircraft
landing. As shown in Fig.8, [71] collected the real-time point
cloud map to estimate the terrain based on a downward
scanning LiDAR and evaluated the slope of the ground terrain
through plane fitting methods. With these collected data, the
evaluation towards the slope of the ground terrain is accom-
plished to perform segmentation and determines a feasible
landing position.

2) Awareness to Non-cooperative Objects: While flying
in an unknown environment, cooperative objects like other
flying vehicles and landmarks can be avoid depending on
the intelligent connected system. However, non-cooperative
objects like bird flocks and unregulated vehicles should be
detected by self-awareness ability. To avoid these kinds of
dynamic obstacles in real time, target detection and tracking
should have an efficient architecture to be arranged on board
with low power computation and less memory consumption
while maintaining the real-time performance in accuracy [72]–
[74]. For example, [75] tracked pedestrians using an on-board
real-time tracking system from a near-ground top view. In
addition, the corresponding methods should be adaptable to
various weather and environmental light conditions because
sunlight may be blocked by high buildings. To address this,
researchers [76] proposed a tracking method based on a dis-
criminant correlation filter, which has the function of illumina-
tion adaptation and improves the anti-interference to complex
meteorological illumination in the air. Some researchers [77]
also invented a tracker based on the discriminant correlation
filter, which has the function of illumination adaptation and
enhances the anti-interference ability under the change of
complex meteorological illumination conditions in the air.

3) Dataset for Near-ground Perception: We reviewed and
compared the near-ground perception datasets in the recent
five years, as shown in table.II. Most of these datasets are
collected using UAVs and can be used for near-ground percep-
tion, including target monitoring, tracking, and segmentation.
Datasets are mainly generated by cameras, but part of the data
is gathered using LiDAR with the assistant data from IMU and
GPS. Photographs taken at very high altitudes have little value
for near-ground perception. Therefore, after screening datasets
from the aspects of size, task, scene, and the attitude of
the UAV-collected data, UAV123, UAV20, LUAV123@10FPS
[89], DTB70, and Aeroscapes [90] can meet the requirements
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TABLE II: A summary of aeronautical datasets used for sensing missions over the last five years
Dataset name Years Tasks Camera LiDAR Other sensors Dataset type Links Sourses
UAV123 2016 Detection/Tracking P - - Low altitude dataset - [78]
UAV20L 2016 Detection/Tracking P - - Low altitude dataset - [78]
UAV123@10FPS 2016 Detection/Tracking P - - Low altitude dataset - [78]

DTB70 2017 Detection/Tracking P - - Low altitude dataset https://github.com/flyers
/drone-tracking [79]

UAVDT 2018 Detection/Tracking P - Height sensor - http://www.cs.columbia.e
du/∼vondrick/vatic/ [80]

Aeroscapes 2018 Segmentation P - - Low altitude dataset https://github.com/ishann
/aeroscapes [81]

VisDrone2019 2019 Detection/Tracking P - - -
https://aistudio.baidu.com
/aistudio/projectdetail
/882508?shared=1

[82]

Mid-Air 2019 Real-time positioning
mapping/Segmentation P P GPS/IMU Low altitude dataset https://midair.ulg.ac.be/ [83]

UAVid 2020 Segmentation P - - - https://uavid.nl/ [84]

AU-AIR 2020 Detection P - GPS/IMU Ultra-low-altitude dataset https://github.com/bozcani
/auairdataset [85]

SensatUrban 2020 Segmentation P P RTK/GNSS - http://point-cloud-
analysis.cs.ox.ac.uk/ [86]

Campus3D 2020 Segmentation P P GPS High altitude data set https://github.com
/shinke-li/Campus3D [87]

Toronto-3D 2020 Segmentation P P GNSS - https://github.com
/WeikaiTan/Toronto-3D [88]

to study near-ground perception.

C. Decision-making and Planning
Decision-making and path planning are imperative to

achieve autonomous 3D fused transportation. The intelligence
decision-making module should contain two functions: (1)
vehicles should be aware of global traffic conditions and
choose the best route; (2) vehicles should plan and replan
trajectories based on local environmental awareness. This
part mainly consists of ground-aerial navigation and decision-
making technology, which includes path planning and motion
mode selection, et al. In addition, to ensure safety, the short-
term recovery decision mechanism and intelligent emergency
landing strategy should be considered.

1) Ground/Aerial Navigation: With the fusion of ground
and air traffic data, the planning of an optimal ground/aerial
path is needed but challenging. Ground-aerial navigation and
path planning should generate a 3D route concerning various
constraints [91]:

• Physical realizability: amphibious vehicles must obey
the physical and dynamic limitations. Physical limita-
tions may include the maximum cruise range, minimum
land/taking-off distance, and energy cost either during
flight or driving on the ground. Dynamic limitations
consist of the maximum and minimum turning radius,
steepness of climbing or descent angle, and the highest
and the lowest flying altitude [92].

• The task requirement: the task requirement is allocated
according to the task itself, for instance, the endurance
and the fuel consumption.

• Real-time decision-making: 3D path planning must have
a high computation efficiency. Furthermore, path re-
planning is required and plays a significant role in the
response to unpredictable threats [92].

Based on the methods of ground/air traffic flow convergence
mentioned in section II, there are different route design

methods. For UAM, the air routes are almost planned along
a straight line to save time. It starts from the ground/aerial
departure station directly towards the destination. Under the
straight-line planning method, the selection of the landing
location based on the topological structure becomes the key
[93].

Furthermore, because amphibious ground-aerial vehicles
have multiple locomotion capabilities, navigation requires a
3D path planning and motion switching. Presently, relevant
studies on automatic ground/aerial path planning have mainly
focused on three-dimensional global navigation and dynamic
local online replanning. Most studies apply graph search and
probabilistic algorithms [94], such as the 3D rapidly exploring
random trees or probabilistic road maps, and the algorithms
in the 3D A* family. These methods generate an available
path relying on the global information that is already known.
Based on the principle of minimizing energy consumption,
[95] proposed a state-space graph programming method based
on the approximate dynamic programming theory. Researchers
add up fuel consumption by different modes and mode-
switching, and then set the consumption as the cost function
for optimization. Finally, this provides a feasible strategy
to guide the vehicle to cross the valley. Other studies [96]
applied three-dimensional A* algorithms in grid maps and
took the terrain, obstacles, flying energy limit, and expected
flight time into consideration. The 3D path planning for urban
applications has been resolved by the graph planning method,
as shown in Fig.9 [97]. The graph-searching method has sev-
eral limitations. First, navigation requires global information
as a vital prerequisite. Second, global graphic path planning
focuses on the macro map; however, details are neglected. One
obvious negligence is that the length of the path is proportional
to the energy consumed, which is unrealistic. Meanwhile,
some trajectories are over-theoretical and ignore the kinematic
characteristics. To fix this, [98] introduced a double graphic
planning method and an inspector such that the over-idealized
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Fig. 9: The map search method results in a 3D navigation
path planning for urban ground-aerial vehicles in the city. In
Path A, the ground-aerial vehicle is supposed to both fly and

drive. In Path B, the urban ground-aerial vehicle selects
flying as the only locomotion mode; however, it lands on
architecture B in half. In Path C, the urban ground-aerial

vehicle determines to fly over the architecture with no pause.

routes are forced to fit the kinetic features.
Instead of graphic path planning, paths could also be

generated by intelligent algorithms such as particle swarm
optimization (PSO) [99], ant colony optimization [100], grey
wolf optimization algorithm, simulated annealing algorithm,
and genetic algorithm [101]. Intelligent computation inspired
by nature could provide an outstanding solution to the nonlin-
ear problem, which is challenging to model with conventional
mathematics. For example, [102] plans the path with PSO
and sets the influence of path length as well as environmental
medium of motion as the fitness function.

2) Dynamic High-Risk Area Avoidance: Dynamic path re-
planning is another key component for the intelligent near-
ground flight. Replanning should be done in real time to adapt
to a fast-changing environment and determine the available
routes [103]. In addition, rapid path replanning is an emer-
gency response operation that could resolve a crisis when the
amphibious vehicle faces other vehicles and dynamic obstacles
or is supposed to land immediately. Some methods based on
the probability map constructed from perceptual data provide
solutions for the problems of safety area assessment [104].
Moreover, the model-free deep reinforcement learning method
used in dynamic path planning performs well in obstacle
avoidance. As an end-to-end controller, DRL incomes data
such as the depth image, point cloud data captured by LiDAR,
elevation map, and obstacle topological map, and outcomes
of the policy that directly controls the motion, which may
have a bright future for end-to-end path planning [105]–[107].
However, although learning-based approaches have behaved
extraordinarily in simulations, the simulation-to-reality gap
still confuses these approaches and blocks them from real-
world use. Methods used in global path planning could theo-

retically also be used in this mission.
3) Emergency Decision Support System: To ensure the

safety of passengers, vehicles, and pedestrians on the ground,
emergency operation is indispensable [108]. The emergency
operation system executes a contingency plan when a flyable
vehicle is exposed to safety hazards and takes over the driving
system to perform the recovery mechanism or landing [109].

The decision support system should be preconceived. Before
take-off, several landing sites should already be determined.
In addition, an online replanning system should be designed
to offer online predictive redundant sites for landing. It of-
fers the driver a list that includes all alternative emergency
landing sites [110]. Considering the essential attributes such
as accessibility of crash landing location and distance from
dense population, [111] used the Bayesian decision network
to select the best-forced landing location from a plethora of
available candidate landing sites.

Meanwhile, the air emergency decision-making needs to
respond to the volatile near-ground environment timely and
quickly. Real-time decision-making is based on a probabil-
ity map generated by the perception system, including the
RaDAR, LiDAR, and vision sensors [112]. The probability
map could offer adequate information and lead to a marked
improvement in the emergency landing system. According to
the upper-layer perception information, emergency algorithms
are used to reduce damage to passengers. Researchers have
proposed an architecture of Safe2Ditch that avoids ground
obstacles in emergencies and plans landing routes based on
UAV platforms [113]. [114] solved the problem of path
replanning to improve autonomous response capabilities in
critical situations. Furthermore, damage to the ground needs
to be reduced to a minimum. For instance, [115] proposed a
safe landing area tracking algorithm based on Kalman filtering
to guide emergency landing to prevent ground personnel from
damage.

D. Intelligent Control Technologies

As the core of the flying, low-level control determines the
performance of an amphibious vehicle. While designing a fly
driving control system, control allocations vary among differ-
ent configurations. Researchers have studied the control rate
of vehicles in different configurations based on Lyapunov’s
stability theory. Presently, most of the flight modes of land and
air vehicles draw lessons from multi-rotor step proportional-
integral-derivative (PID) series execution and control methods
[116], [117]. Moreover, approaches such as optimal control,
robust control, backstepping control, adaptive control, fuzzy
control, and even learning-based methods have been applied
to flight and driving control systems [118]–[120]. Currently,
the main difficulties in intelligent control include dynamic fast
switching between modes and ground effect compensation for
near-ground flights.

1) Fast Mode Switching Control: Fast modes changing
means the process of ground-aerial transition. Ideally, the actu-
ators should work cooperatively to ensure a smooth handover
of the land-air mode switching. The detailed dynamic model
was studied in [121], where a comprehensive dynamic model
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is proposed to describe continuous air and ground motions. In
this study, a model-based predictive control method and two-
stage control distributors effectively improve the landing sta-
bility of vehicles. In view of the air-land switching control, the
mode reference adaptive system is added to the linear quadratic
regulator algorithm to solve the problem of uncertain model
parameters during the switching process. Besides, researchers
designed a fuzzy PID controller to control the ground move-
ment of the vehicle, which can quickly accomplish switching
when encountering obstacles. In addition, researchers from Ts-
inghua University proposed a comprehensive dynamic model
to describe the continuous aerial/ground motion and adopted
the model predictive control method and the design of a two-
stage control distributor to effectively improve the landing
stability of flying vehicles [121].

2) Offset Issues by Ground Effect of Near-ground Flight:
Amphibious vehicles with rotary wings suffer from severe
ground effects. The stability of take-off and landing is always a
barrier for flight control systems [122]. When the ground effect
occurs, the airflow obstructed by the ground generates aero-
dynamic interference and influences the normal airflow [123].
Modeling the near-ground air fluid is a complex task because
the arguments in the model are massive and suffer from the
curse of dimensionality [124]–[126]. Although modeling the
ground effect is intricate, the offset to the ground-aerial vehicle
is still worthy of discovery. With the theoretical analysis of the
ground effect on propellers, [127] derived the ground effect
function with forward velocity as an independent variable. In
addition, [128] built a ground effect measurement platform
specially used for multi-rotor aircraft and studied the control
systems in bounded disturbances by system identification.
Some studies also build a ground effect test platform that can
accurately obtain observation results and improve near-ground
flight stability [129].

To address the above problems, compensation controllers
are needed. For instance, [130] invented a backstepping con-
troller that could optimize the parameters from the controller
using a PSO algorithm. The key dominance of the controller
is its real-time estimation and compensation of the ground
effect dynamically. He also introduced a nonlinear state-space
model to eliminate the ground effect in another study [131],
and measured the ground effect with the surface coefficient
[132]. Regarding to the non-linear system, the neuroadaptive
control provides a brand new solution for the disturbance
compensation and rejection [133], [134]. The local ground
effect phenomenon of a multi-rotor is proposed for the first
time. The experiment shows that the aircraft perfectly leaps
over obstacles and tracks the prescribed path at a ground height
of twice or thrice the propeller length.

IV. TECHNICAL BARRIERS AND POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS

The existing amphibious vehicles prove the technical feasi-
bility, but still exist huge gap in forming into the transportation
system. Although intelligent technologies can be deployed on
amphibious vehicles and effectively improve the autonomy of
transportation, many crucial points still need further devel-
opment. Previous sections already discuss the advantages of

evolving the intelligence into 3D transportation system and
vehicles. In this section, we summarize the core technical
barriers in the aspect of both individual and swarm, and discuss
the corresponding potential solutions.

A. Modality Switch

Presently, terrestrial driving and aerial piloting systems are
not systematically integrated. Although amphibious vehicles
like Aeromobil redesigned the rudder for both flying and
driving, the transition between multi-modal locomotion cannot
be performed smoothly and continuously yet, and relevant
research works still stay at the developing stage.

The switching between two modes is regarded as the biggest
barrier that limits the flexibility of vehicles. Most current flying
cars require space and speed for landing and take-off, such as
the hybrid car-aircraft AirCar by Klein Vision requires 350m
length runway and 115km/h to take off. Moreover, the vehicle
must be stationary during mode switching. For example, all
amphibious vehicles shown in Fig.2 to Fig.5 require to stay
static when transit between different modes, and this process
also takes time. Static switching leads to the discontinuity in
movement which undoubtedly puts the amphibious vehicles
in an awkward and passive position. Those two disadvan-
tages greatly restrict the mobility of amphibious vehicles and
impedes its integration into urban transportation. There are
several potential solutions by using the current techniques to
tackle this dilemma.

The short take-off and landing (STOL) could serve as one of
the solutions. STOL is widely studied by aircraft designer to
reduce the runway length, especially for small airplanes due
to general aviation airports usually have limited area. This
technology can effectively reduce the runway length and may
be potential for current existing amphibious flying cars. [135]
uses the Geometric Programming to optimize the structure of
fixed wing UAM and already proves that the runway length
could reduce into 30-100 m. Under the particular structure,
the speed for take-off and landing decrease sharply. However,
the established model is very theoretical, and no real-world
experiments are generated. In addition, the number of onboard
passengers is quite low which equals to 4-5. The efficiency is
the most serve problems it meets in the future.

Amphibious vehicles with rotary wings show more potential
for seamless and dynamic switching. Researchers have worked
out the dynamic model and produce the model predictive
control (MPC) based rotor controller to compensate for distur-
bance [121]. The landing trajectory is planned smoothly by the
control theory and model proposed in the article which shows
great significance for the future manned amphibious vehicles.

Besides, thrust vectoring technology is a prospective method
for super-maneuver flight control. For instance, tilt-rotor tech-
niques can empower engineers in areas of development that
might be considered outside of their traditional remit. The
propulsion of vehicles equipped with this technology is ca-
pable to change the direction to better meet the compli-
cated and rapidly varying balanced condition. For example,
the BlackFly [136], which is a single seat flyable vehicle
designed by Opener, can take-off and land vertically in a
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narrow room by changing the propeller direction. In fact, tilt-
rotor technology has been widely applied to the emerging
eVTOL UAM vehicles and its feasibility has been already
tested. Thus, employing tilt-rotor on amphibious vehicles is
rationally potential to make ground-air transition more smooth
and comfortable.

B. High-speed Perception
Recent perception technologies are incapable of taking over

the sensing task for amphibious vehicles due to the high-speed
moving. For the present on-ground autonomous driving sens-
ing tasks, cameras and LiDAR play a dominant role. However,
accuracy by camera is suffered from the dynamic motion, and
LiDAR also shows its weakness in high-speed environments.
Generally speaking, the top limit speed of autonomous driving
is around 130 km/h. For instance, regular Tesla autopilot
Autosteer is limited to a maximum speed of about 135 km/h
[137]. While amphibious vehicles like Aeromobil 4.0 can fly at
a speed of 360 km/h, and the PAL-V also reaches its maximum
speed of 180 km/h. Thus, the near-ground perception for
fly-driving requires more sensitive and accurate devices to
fit the high-speed environment. For now, there are indeed
some perception application experiments under high-speed
conditions. For example, the world’s maximum speed by fully
autonomous driving was created by team PoliMOVE from
Italy’s Politecnico di Milano and the University of Alabama
using a self-driving race car, in 2022. An astonishing world
record speed of approximately 309.3 km/h was reached [138].
Nevertheless, this test was achieved on a straight runway
without any obstacles or uncertainties.

In details, the key insight of high-speed perception depends
on how to improve the computation speed and deal with
the motion blur. The former one can be solved by deploy-
ing a high-performance computer and lightweight algorithms
onboard. Edge computing and distributed computing could
also solve this. By contrast, motion blur is more challenging.
The motion blur occurs because of the relative placement
between camera and target [139], which could be caused
by bumps during landing or high-speed near-ground cruising.
Since similar problem happens in ground autonomous driving,
it has drawn sufficient attention and several existed solutions
could be derived [140].

Image blur could be solved by image processing. Based on
the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Schuler et al. [141]
proposed a architecture with CNN for kernel estimation. The
network is composed of several groups of blocks stacked in
sequence, and each block includes feature extraction, kernel
estimation, and image estimation. Feature extraction module
extracts feature from the blurry figure and sends into kernel es-
timation module that approximated the uniform blurry kernel.
The latent image which equals to the predictive clear image is
generated by image estimation. As the early CNN-based figure
deblurring algorithm, it has certain advantages compared with
the algorithms of the same period. However, its shortcoming
is undeniable that the kernel shape is fixed and inability to
deal with irregularities or large blurs. For the non-uniform
blur, scene depth [142], [143] or segmentation [144] is always
selected to assist.

With the development of figure deblurring, some algorithms
eliminate the kernel estimation. S Nah et al. [145] adopt
a multi-scale network architecture for image deblurring and
choose to record the sharp information at different scales. The
lower scale image goes through up-convolutional process and
forms into the higher scale. The final clear image is obtained
after three-time accumulation. The kernel-free method avoids
the kernel estimation process and gains higher complexity.
Meanwhile, as the step decreases, the computation efficiency
is promoted obviously [146]. However, the pure kernel-free
method without a particular design cannot generate sufficient
details and hardly improve the spatial resolution [147].

Moreover, motion blur often mixes with the problem of low-
resolution quality. To address this, [147] present a dual-branch
architecture, named Gate Fusion Network (GFN) including
motion deblurring module, super-resolution feature extraction
module and a gate module. The first two modules each
occupy one branch to solve the target problem and the gate
module tries to adaptively fuse the features of deblurring and
super-resolution branches. The performance of GFN is beyond
reproach, but its low computational efficiency is the biggest
weakness.

Compared with other networks, generative adversarial net-
works (GAN) owns the great potential towards this problem.
In 2014, Goodfellow et al. invented GAN in generating face
images and the hand-written numbers [148]. Over the past
few years, GAN was quickly applied into the field of image
deblurring with its powerful detail generation skill. Wei et al.
attempted GAN network for motion deblurring, and extended
scene into the rainy deblurring by transfer learning [149]. As
the losses in his work, the Wasserstein distance [150] was
selected for the discriminator and Perceptual loss [151] as the
loss function of generator. Several articles [152], [153] proved
that it not only have a strong effect on motion deblurring, but
also could deal with details processing and high-resolution or
even super-resolution image prediction.

C. Adaptive Landing

Generally speaking, landing is the most dangerous part
of flight [154]. Amphibious vehicles face more difficulties
compared with traditional aircraft. Above all, amphibious
vehicles’ landing trajectories are more complicated than an
aeroplane that uses fixed landing sites. For example, the
trajectory in UAM transportation system is a vertically straight
course. Meanwhile, landing in urban areas means complex
environment, in which the on-ground traffic participants, such
as pedestrians, cyclists, and vehicles, are ever-changing and
hard to forecast. Moreover, vehicles are supposed to remain
at a high speed after the touchdown point, which adds more
burden to generate a smooth landing trajectory. Furthermore,
there is no guidance that can be followed and the landing
site has to be generated according to the rapidly changing
circumstances. These challenges raise the adaptive landing of
amphibious vehicles to an even higher level of difficulty than
traditional flyable vehicles.

For the adaptive landing of an amphibious vehicle, the
landing trajectory must be determined in advance for better
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preparation. Except for the static obstacles like buildings
which are efficiently dealt with by advanced path planning, the
moving obstacles like flying birds and surrounding vehicles
also hinder to land. Dynamic path planning for obstacle
avoidance is also required. It demands a high standard for
calculation time to generate avoidance trajectory and the
avoidance distance.

Studies on trajectory planning with constrains could help
to solve landing with speed. In order to ensure that the
amphibious vehicle lands at a particular designed place with
a demanded speed, [155] planned the trajectory with Dubins
Curve for fixed-wing aircraft and optimized it by the meta-
heuristic structure. It adapted to multiple middle turns to
avoid the obstacles on the route. In the process of trajectory
generating, the environmental effects such as wind and the
dynamic module served as the constrained function. In terms
of simulation, this work chose Airbus A320 as the aircraft in
the experiment. Although it is different from our amphibious
vehicle in the dynamic model, the path planning method has
great potential to be derived. The main disadvantage lies
in the computational time, which is high due to the meta-
heuristic optimization and becomes a burden to the on-board
computation unit.

Except for global trajectory generation, dynamic path plan-
ning should also be concerned. Lin [156] proposed a fast geo-
metric avoidance (FGA) algorithm for fixed-wing aeroplanes.
It classifies the obstacles, determines the probable conflicts
by spatial location, relative velocities, angular displacements,
as well as collision cone concepts, and calculates the safe
distance [157], [158]. The algorithm searches for the next
attainable way-point along the original path after the aircraft
has manoeuvred to a safe distance, and the vehicle quickly
recovers to the originally intended path. Compared to the
way-point generation or optimal path planning approaches,
which often recalculate whole path lengths, FGA decreases
the maneuvering distance to avoid obstacles, and also speeds
up calculation time. However, the velocity for aircraft in
assumption ranges from 13 m/s to 19 m/s, which is lower
than our predetermined speed but still meaningful to refer to.

Beside the dynamic obstacle avoidance, the adaptive landing
is also required to reconstruct the unknown environment and
identifies the potential landing site. [159] selected the deep
reinforcement learning method to control the aircraft to land
in an unknown environment. The observation module captures
figures for the landing site and reconstructs the landing site.
Because of its online planning method, the aircraft can still
land safely even if the environment is changing. As for the
landing of amphibious vehicles, this work is instructive and
could be directly derived if the observation method switches
into near-ground perception such as stereo ranging [160],
optical flow [58], and color segmentation [161].

D. 3D Traffic Flow Control and Safety Driving

A mature 3D transportation system must introduce more
amphibious vehicles to airspace [162] and should endurance
thousands of flights in the metropolitan areas every second.
What followed is the 3D traffic flow control becomes a severe

problem [163] since flyable vehicles entail higher degrees of
efficiency and safety [164]. Multiple ground-aerial vehicles
require a high level of real-time monitoring to conduct con-
tinuous trajectory management to ensure safety [165].

The amphibious vehicle is unrestricted by the roads and
has access to generate the path in 3D space freely. It turns
our problem closer to aircraft management than traditional
on-ground traffic flow control. In traditional airflow control,
real-time air traffic management (ATM) is crucial [166] and
its safety is achieved in the human-within-the-loop pattern, for
instance, the Air Traffic Controller (ATCO) [167]. Obviously,
with the expansion of the 3D traffic system, management
systems with a large proportion of human participants are not
well-suited to address the management problem in real-time
communication, surveillance and airline planning for amphibi-
ous vehicles. For traffic flow control, human-involved control
includes subjective considerations unavoidably and is hard
to analyze the global situation comprehensively. Regarding
safety driving, the size of overall traffic information which
contains the disaster amount of data is tremendous for human
to manage. Any tiny bias of the control system could cause
a series of tragedies. Taken together, the intelligent resolution
is urgent and crucial.

To address the potential solution to the complex manage-
ment problem, we propose the potential solutions from two
perspectives: the global perspective and the local perspective.
From the global perspective, we pay more attention to the
workload balance. The workload balance can reduce the work-
load differences between sub-regions and seek the workload
allocation approach that gains the most globally efficient. From
the local perspective, we try model-free control to address the
current problem.

In the global perspective of traffic management, the work-
load balance would be accomplished by decomposing the
whole region into several sub-regions and narrowing the
workload gap among them. For traffic control, it reduces
the probability of local congestion. Turning to the commu-
nication systems, the oversized local traffic flow will add
too much burden to the communication station and result in
communication delays, which is fatal for amphibious vehicles.
As for the tool to decompose region, the Voronoi Diagram
[168] is a conventional option [169]. Xue [170] proposed a
methodology to distribute the aircraft in certain airspace and
optimize the Voronoi pattern with Genetic Algorithms (GA).
Firstly, the region is decomposed randomly and the algorithm
evaluates the current cost value. Then the pattern is optimized
by GA and the cost value is recalculated. The decomposition
repeats until the terminal condition is satisfied. After the
precise segregation, the workload is distributed evenly and the
simulation shows that the average flight time reduces by 7.2
minutes. However, the traffic scene is ever-changing, and once
airspace decomposition costs 20 minutes in computation, that
is a notable delay.

In the local management control, the traffic flow is already
distributed and the probability of oversized traffic flow is low.
Thus, safety management becomes the major point. More
precisely, the unsafe factor mainly comes from collisions
between adjacent vehicles. To address the mentioned issue,
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decentralized multi-agent path planning offers lessons to avoid
collision among vehicles and guarantee safety. PRIMAL2

[171] is a decentralized multi-agent path-generating frame-
work with reinforcement learning and imitation learning. Each
agent takes partial observation and plans the available path
without any collision. The multi-agent structure is made up
of a threefold approach. Firstly, the harmony and rational
movements in a particular situation concerning the surround-
ings are identified. Then, the forecast about the future states,
actually obtained by broadcasting to the surrounding agents
and receiving the already planned movements, is determined.
Finally, the favorable policy is learned through the centralized
planner using imitation learning, and migrated to individuals to
instill mature policy. Compared to its previous work PRIMAL
[172], it significantly scales up the number of agents to
2048. With respect to the distribution of amphibious vehicles,
PRIMAL2 shows great potential and is extremely efficient
in collision avoidance between vehicles. However, PRIMAL2

simplified the working condition into a two-dimensional scene
which assumed the agents are on the same altitude. There is
still a considerable gap between 2D and 3D multi-agent path
planning, and requests for deeper studies.

V. CONCLUSION

We elaborate the background of amphibious vehicle, and
select four representative examples to extract their features and
distinguish the difference against UAM. We then summarize
the intelligent technologies such as the connected systems,
near-ground perception, decision-making & path planning,
and modal-switching control, for the future 3D transportation
which summons numerous amphibious vehicles and supportive
facilities. On the basis of current technology, the barriers
encountered in future 3D traffic are presented as modality
switch, high-speed perception, adaptive landing and traffic
management, and we offer the potential solutions correspond-
ingly.
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